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ABGAL Spa Foam Cover
Fitting Instructions
About Your New ABGAL Spa Foam Cover
Your ABGAL Spa Foam Cover is designed to reduce
heat evaporation, maximise heat retention and keep
debris out of your Spa.

For 10mm thick covers only,
align the eyelets and thread the velcro
strip through each eyelet and overlap
by 40mm (1¾")

What You'll Need to Fit Your Cover
To install your Cover, you'll need a pair of household
scissors or knife, a pen or ink marker and another
person to hold the Cover in place while you trim it.

Fitting Your Spa Foam Cover
1.

Fill your spa to its normal operating water level.

2.

Open the plastic sheet supplied with your cover
for use as a template for the shape of your spa. (If
the template is not large enough to cover your
spa, cut the excess off one side of the template or
use an extra piece of plastic and tape it together.)

3.

Lay the sheet on top of your spa, and using your
finger, find the edge of the spa at the waterline and
trace a line where it meets the spa, with a pen or
ink marker.
Continue this line around the
perimeter of your spa.

4.

Unpack your Cover and lay the panels together.
(For 10mm thick covers only, join using the velcro
through the eyelets —see drawing opposite.)

5.

Have the other person firmly hold your template on
top of your Foam Cover, so there is even overlap on
all sides, and no gap between the panels.

6.

Using your household scissors/knife, cut along the
line of the template, and your Foam Cover will be the
exact shape of your spa. (If you want to use the
plastic sheet for other applications like a painting
drop sheet, transfer the shape to the foam cover with
a pen and then cut only the foam to shape.)

Maximising the Life of Your Spa Foam Cover...
Do not walk, jump, sit or lie on the Spa Cover at any time.
Do not drag or slide the cover when moving it. Instead, always lift and carry the cover.
Store the cover away from rough or abrasive surfaces as these will wear and damage it. Rinse before
storing for long periods.
Clean your cover using a mild soap detergent and rinse well after cleaning. Do not scrub with harsh
brushes or scourers.
Do not leave your Spa Cover in direct sunlight when it is not in use, even for short periods of time!
Do not allow chemical levels to exceed normal readings on test kit.

Spa Foam Cover Pro-Rata Warranty
Your ABGAL Spa Foam Cover is warranted against faulty workmanship and materials for a 12 month pro-rata
period from the date of purchase. In the unlikely event that a fault appears during this time, please return the
cover, along with a copy of your receipt to ABGAL. Where a cover is found to be defective, a replacement cover
will be supplied at a pro-rata cost, up to the warranty period at the time of purchase. The purchaser is required to
pay for the time they have used the cover, and the company will pay for the shortfall between the failure of the
cover and the end of the warranty period. The pro-rata period is on a monthly basis, on the suggested retail price
at the time of claim. All fabrics can fade in colour and no warranty is given in relation to colour changes. The cover
is not warranted against cuts, punctures, abrasions or any damage that has occurred through misuse or
negligence, nor is it warranted against breakage.
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Australia’s largest manufacturer of premium liners & covers... Since 1976!

